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Abstract
This is an experience report on automated mass maintenance of a large Cobol software portfolio. A company in the financial
services and insurance industry upgraded their database system to a new version, affecting their entire software portfolio. The
database system was accessed by the portfolio of 45 systems, totalling nearly 3000 programs and covering over 4 million lines of
Cobol code. We upgraded the programs to the new database version using several automatic tools, and we performed an automated
analysis supporting further manual modifications by the system experts. The automatic tools were built using a combination of
lexical and syntactic technology, and they were deployed in a mass update factory to allow large-scale application to the software
portfolio. The updated portfolio has been accepted and taken into production by the company, serving over 600 employees with
the new database version. In this paper, we discuss the automated upgrade from problem statement to project costs.
c© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Software systems need to be updated from time to time. This can be regular maintenance, such as error corrections,
as well as more structural modifications like conversions and migrations. The most well-known structural changes
are Y2K and Euro, but there are many more of such mass update projects [37]. Hardware and software upgrades,
expansion and conversion of data structures, platform and language migrations; these are all examples of changes
which are sooner or later applied to any business critical system. These software projects share similar characteristics:
the modifications must be made in a systematic way, i.e., in many places throughout a system, or even throughout
an entire software portfolio. A problem with such massive changes is that they must be carried out all at once: they
are interrelated and require a simultaneous update. Thousands of applications must be changed at approximately the
same time. For example, the expansion of a data structure can affect a software system in numerous places. Before the
updated system can be compiled and tested, all affected places must have been identified and modified properly.
Initially, when you look at the needed changes in many mass maintenance projects, they seem very regular. Often,
one or two lines must be changed that can be found with a simple lexical tool like grep. So it is tempting to
underestimate the harsh problems that lurk in the background, and many naive attempts to carry out such projects
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have failed. In fact, when the Y2K problem emerged, many thought exactly this: one can easily find the infected
parts and change those. It turned out that such a simple approach is not sufficient to solve structural changes in
large software systems. Therefore, the Gartner Group advises that any mass maintenance change for code volumes
in excess of 2 million lines of code should be taken care of in an off-site software renovation factory [35,38]. An
example in [18, p. 248] illustrates that a seemingly simple modification – the removal of a single keyword – creates
havoc when attempted in a naive way. In fact, as that paper shows clearly, even for a single keyword deletion it turns
out to be harmful to use a simplistic approach, and properly controlled engineering methods are required for massive
changes.
Nevertheless, popular belief is that minor changes by hand are not too complicated, but this is not true. One study
found [34, p. 333] that 55% of all one-line maintenance changes were erroneous on the first production run. Although
this is an old reference, it stands until today. People are not good at consistently applying the same change many times,
and many errors are introduced when changes are made manually.
But for the moment, let us assume that you would make massive changes by hand. Then consider the following
reasons in favour of automation, taken from [43] and summarised:
• Control. With an automatic approach, one knows exactly what needs to be changed, what is changed, how it is
changed, in which order, and how to alter the changes themselves.
• Consistency. People are not good at consistently applying rules by hand over and over again. If there are several
variants of a modification, this is even more error prone. An automatic tool applies changes consistently.
• Completeness.With a manual approach, complications and variations of a problem statement are often overlooked
in the initial phases, causing problems and delays later in a project, whereas an automated approach starts with
properly defining the problems before making changes.
• Repeatable. A mass modification often has to be applied several times to different versions or parts of a system
or portfolio. For instance, one time because source code is missing, one time for testing, one time because the
requirements changed, one time to a small portion of the system, one time to the entire system or portfolio, and
so on. Once an automatic tool has been developed, this can be done at low costs. With a manual approach, on the
other hand, this is infeasible. So what appears to be a simple change that can be done at one time by hand turns
into a complicated problem when approached in a naive way.
• Execution time.Once automatic tools have been developed, the actual application time of the tool is relatively short
compared to a manual approach. Especially when a mass modification is carried out during regular maintenance,
the application time can be limited to one night or one weekend.
• Reuse & customisability. If there are different versions of a system in production, different versions of an
automatic tool may be needed. These tools often provide a high degree of reuse in such situations. If during a
project the requirements change, automatic tools can often be customised quickly. With a manual approach, it
would be infeasible to undo part of a modification.
As also noted in [43], a fully automatic solution is not always feasible and cost-effective. The amount of automation
depends on several things; for instance, how often should a change be made, are interactive steps required to carry
out the task, can a change be captured in a feasible number of code patterns, or can an automatic analysis support a
manual modification by system experts.
In this paper, we report on an automated mass maintenance project that was carried out by our team. We analysed
and updated an entire software portfolio using automatic tools that were tailored to the problem. The updated portfolio
was compiled, tested, accepted and taken into production by the company. We describe the entire process from
problem specification to implementation and testing. We elaborate on the technological and economical aspects, and
we illustrate the value of an automated approach in this real-life case.
Case: massive maintenance of a software portfolio. A company in the financial services and insurance industry
upgraded their database management system to a new version. The BTrieve database management system from
Pervasive Software [53] was used for keeping the customer records, as well as for the accounting. Over 600 employees
within the company used the system on a daily basis. Access to the database was provided through Micro Focus
Cobol [52] systems on aWindows platform, which were initiated in the 1980s and continually modified and enhanced.
Due to the growth of the number of customers as well as other factors the size of the database has increased a great
deal since it was originally initiated. This growth was reflected in the performance of the applications and the company
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decided to upgrade their database management system to a new and faster version of BTrieve, Pervasive.SQL [53].
This new version was not entirely backward compatible to the old version due to some changes in the language
interfaces. In the software portfolio, several of the existing calls to the new database version were unsuccessful and
had to be altered. The changes to the language interfaces were documented by the vendor of the database management
system, hence the system experts of the Cobol applications knew, in theory, how to update the calls to the database.
However, there were nearly 50 thousand calls to the database spread over the software portfolio of 45 interrelated
systems, covering more than 4 million lines of code (MLOC). The company was not able to carry out such a drastically
scattered portfolio-wide change, because it is far from the day-to-day routine of normal maintenance. In fact, this type
of systematic change is subject to active industrial research in projects [1,24,29,31] and conferences [4,51,72,64]. The
company also realised this, and sought our assistance in solving this problem.
We were asked to do these mass modifications to their entire software portfolio. Several small changes had to
be made in many places to a large amount of source code. In addition, a portfolio-wide analysis to detect possible
status code errors had to be carried out such that the system experts could resolve the errors manually. The problem
statement for our project was clear at the start: three modifications concerning five different database operations had
to be inspected and possibly altered. In three of the database operations, a variable had to be substituted. If the new
variable was not yet declared, its declaration should be added to the program. In the other two operations, one of
the arguments of the database call had to have a minimum size which should be calculated from one of the other
arguments. To give an idea, here is an example of a BTrieve database call in Cobol:
call BT "__BTRV" using b-cre, b-status, pos-block,
data-buf, data-bufl, key-buf, key-0.
The database call has seven arguments: an operation code, a status code, a position block, a data buffer, a data
buffer length, a key buffer, and a key number. The operation code determines what action must be performed by
the database (b-cre means create). The status code indicates whether any errors occurred during the operation. The
position block is used to store the file structure and positioning information associated with certain operations. The
data buffer is used to transfer data to and from a file, the data buffer length indicates the size of the data buffer. The
key buffer and key number are used for searching in the database, as well as setting the file mode. So such calls were
scattered through the entire software portfolio. The size of the portfolio and the type of the modifications are typical
for a mass modification project: many local modifications are spread over a large amount of code. At this point, some
people may think of such problems that you should assign 4 programmers to it and let them do the job in a week.
Again, it is very tempting to think in this way, but it is bound to fail as some practitioners have found out the hard way.
As it turned out in our project, the company had tried to do some of the changes earlier by hand, which failed and
complicated future changes even more. Eventually, this earlier attempt led to the cancellation of one of the changes
near the end of our project. This illustrates that such problems must be approached carefully.
Related work. Our project follows naturally from a line of research and practice done in the area of automated
software analysis and modification. We will explain that here, starting with a review of some earlier work.
Large software portfolios and problems of massive software modifications, such as Y2K and Euro, are discussed
in [68]. The proposed solution to get a large software portfolio under control is to use a software renovation factory
equipped with automatic tools. Fundamentals for software renovation factories and system renovation are laid out
in [10,56,69], and prerequisites for analysis and conversion tools for large software systems are discussed in [11]. A
quick introduction into software renovation in given in [28], and definitions of a software renovation factory are given
in [35,38], as well as in [33]: a software renovation factory is a set of software renovation assembly lines, while a
software renovation assembly line is an ordered set of (renovation) automated functions.
The purpose of a software renovation factory is to handle the transformation of massive amounts of code, using
(renovation) tools such as parsers, analysers, transformations and unparsers [18]. Also in [18], an approach is presented
for the generation of tools for software renovation factories: the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment [19,22,39]. The
ASF+SDF Meta-Environment is a development environment for the automatic generation of interactive systems for
manipulating text written in a formal language, thereby supporting the formalism ASF+SDF to specify grammars and
transformations. In our project, we used this environment to generate tools for updating the software portfolio, and we
elaborate on this technology in Section 3.
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The development of such meta technology is motivated by a number of industrial projects and problems from the
past years. In [9], early industrial applications are presented. The technology was applied to prototype a domain-
specific language, and the renovation of Cobol is discussed. Later on, in [57,65], renovation projects of industrial
legacy Cobol are presented with a software renovation factory approach. Several Cobol systems were restructured
using automatic transformations. In [23], a 110 KLOC Cobol system was migrated from Cobol85 dialect to Cobol74
by replacing a number of language constructs using a software renovation factory. In [12], a software renovation
factory was implemented for control-flow normalisation in Cobol.
In a recent article [43], architectural modifications to deployed software systems are discussed. An architectural
modification project is described where data items for product codes are expanded by one digit in a Cobol system of
about 90 KLOC. At first sight, such a project may not look like an architectural modification. However, the product
codes were scattered throughout the system’s structure, and the seemingly simple change of one digit required a
pervasive change to the system. A definition for software architecture of deployed software is given [43, p. 166]:
The software architecture of deployed software is determined by those aspects that are the hardest to change.
The authors conclude that software architecture is about the immutable aspects of a software system. Possible
candidates for such aspects include implementation languages, platforms, development environments, APIs and
database schemas. Whether a particular aspect in a given system is part of the system’s architecture depends on how
difficult it is to change the particular implementation of the aspect. However, to determine how difficult it is to change
something is subjective. One can think in terms of the involved risks, the dependencies of the software components
to be modified, the impact on the ongoing operation and maintenance of the software, or even the impact of changes
on existing business processes. Hence, architectural modifications can be hazardous and expensive to carry out, but
automated support can significantly reduce the required effort and risks for major operations. According to the above
description, our project would qualify as an architectural modification. We had to modify the locations that interfaced
with the database system. There were nearly 50 thousand places where the database system was accessed scattered
throughout 45 intertwined systems; hence, a structural modification to the interface locations can be considered to be
a major operation.
An example of a portfolio-wide analysis effort is an analysis to automatically count function points from the
source code of an entire IT-portfolio [42]. This is a prerequisite to calculated decision-making regarding proposals
for modifications that impact an entire IT-portfolio, as in our case. In [70,71] a quantitative approach is described to
provide insights into the costs, durations, risks, returns, and financing issues for such changes. In [41], an analysis was
performed to estimate the impact of the expansion of bank account numbers. It was observed that the use of automatic
detection and modification tools reduces the costs of such an expansion significantly.
In [62], risks involved in reengineering projects are discussed. Based on the experience of 13 projects, five
reengineering risks were identified. According to the article, the risk that is most difficult to deal with is the rejection
of the results by the programmers. It is mentioned that programmers tend to reject results with which they have not
been involved. In our project, to avoid rejection, the programmers were involved at the start of the project, and they
were consulted several times during the project. The final results were delivered in agreement with the programmers;
hence, the results were not rejected.
There is a great deal of related work in the field of automated software transformations and maintenance. Recently,
a special issue of Science of Computer Programming on program transformation [47] was published containing
a wide range of papers on program transformation. Several papers from the program transformation community
appeared. A paper related to our project is the paper by Ward [74], which describes an automated migration of 544
KLOC assembler code with the FermaT system. Advantages of automated reengineering are discussed: scalability,
customisability, low impact on ongoing development, low resource requirement, and other advantages. Although the
paper deals with an automated transformation project, the focus is on the FermaT technology and the project is not
described as extensive as our project in this paper, nor is it of the same size.
Another technology for automated maintenance purposes can be found in Baxter’s work [2,3]. The described
technology, DMS, was applied in several large scale maintenance projects. Cordy’s work on TXL [26,27] was
deployed for Y2K and other problems. Sneed has a workbench [61] which was applied in large scale renovation
projects. The TAMPR transformation system was also used for automated maintenance tasks, such as Y2K analysis
and conversion [7,8]. AnnoDomino [30] is a commercial Y2K conversion tool for Cobol programs. In addition, a
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number of companies deploy automated maintenance tools [25,54,59,60,63]. In our project, we used the ASF+SDF
Meta-Environment [19,39], which has also been used in several other projects (e.g., [9,12,16,23,57,65]).
Contributions. In related work, significant effort has been done in the area of automatic analysis and transformation
of industrial software. Our project synthesises the effort and experiences of previous projects to carry out a real-life
large-scale maintenance case: the automated mass maintenance of an entire Cobol portfolio.
2. Problem statement
The requested modifications and analysis were driven by several constraints that the new version of the database
management system imposed on the Cobol applications. The new version was not entirely backward compatible, and
when the system experts tested the applications using the new version they encountered various unexpected problems.
For example, in the new version it was obligatory for some database operations to calculate the length of one of the
call arguments and then supply it to the database call. In the old version, this was not required. Using the new version,
the applications caused status codes which indicated an unsuccessful database operation. Therefore, each access to
the database that was affected by the upgrade had to be extended to handle the erroneous status code.
2.1. The three requested modifications and the analysis
The problem statement was formulated in consultation with the system experts. We were commissioned to do three
modifications and an analysis, which was used to aid the system experts in making manual changes to the portfolio.
We briefly describe the problem statement, and then we elaborate on the problems and requested solutions, giving
several examples.
• Key-0 modification: For all reset (b-res) and unlock (b-unl) database operations, the key number argument
should be (changed to) variable key-0 with value 0. If this constant is not present in either the working storage
section of the program or in one of the included copybooks, the following declaration should be added to the
working storage section of the program:
77 key-0 pic 99 comp-0 value 0.
• Dbl-4 modification: For all get position (b-gpo) database operations, the data buffer length argument should be
(changed to) variable dbl-4 with value 4. If this constant is not present in either the working storage section of the
program or in one of the included copybooks, the following declaration should be added to the working storage
section of the program:
77 dbl-4 pic 99 comp-0 value 4.
• Data-length modification: For all status (b-sta) and create (b-cre) database operations, the value of the data
buffer length argument should be at least the length of the data buffer. If this value is less than the actual length
when the call to the database system is made, the following statement should precede the call:
move <length of data buffer> to <data buffer length variable>.
• Cursor analysis: A complex analysis had to be carried out to detect conflicting file cursors. A program which reads
from a data file alters the cursor position in that file, and when another program reads the same file the cursor is
also altered. This can lead to conflicts when the first program tries to read the file again. The error occurs only with
the new database version because the file positions are stored differently from the old version. To detect potential
problems, the analysis had to detect loops in which certain database operations are performed on a file and also
another program is executed which operates on the same file. The results of this analysis are used to aid a manual
change by the system experts to avoid the conflicting cursor positions.
A first impression of the Key-0 and Dbl-4 modification is that they involve simply replacing a variable in one line
of code and perhaps declaring a new variable. A naive approach to solve part of these problems would be to start with
adding the variables to every program, and let a compiler diagnose the unused and redundant variables. This would
have to be done after all database calls have been updated adequately in some way, and would require great effort
since all reported variables must be removed. The most prominent objections to such an approach are the feasibility
and costs. Since, according to Gartner [35,38], mass maintenance for code volumes in excess of 2 MLOC should be
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....
copy h:\rlo\btrv.cpy.
copy h:\euro\rlo\eff001.rlo.
copy h:\rlo\edb001.rlo.
....
no99.
call BT "__BTRV" using b-res, b-stat, ec-edb001,
edb001-record, dbl-edb001, edb001-position, acc-1.
....
copy h:\rlo\btrv.cpy.
copy h:\euro\rlo\eff001.rlo.
copy h:\rlo\edb001.rlo.
* Btrieve 7.9 modification: add declaration
77 key-0 pic 99 comp-0 value 0.
....
no99.
* Btrieve 7.9 modification: KEY-0
call BT "__BTRV" using b-res, b-stat, ec-edb001,
edb001-record, dbl-edb001, edb001-position, key-0.
Fig. 1. Key-0 modification.
taken care of in an off-site renovation factory, a suitable compiler is often not available. Although the owner of the
system has a compiler and test environment, it is expensive to install the same environment at the renovation site. We
refer to [32] for figures on costs for compiling and testing large systems.
So, in this project, three modifications had to be carried out, concerning five different database operations which
had to be examined and possibly altered. In addition, a complex analysis had to be done. Next we describe each
modification and the analysis in more detail, with some code samples from the portfolio before and after modification.
In the code, each modification is annotated by a comment line.
Key-0. Fig. 1 shows some code before and after the Key-0 modification. There is a call to the database system with
a reset operation and the current key number argument is acc-1. This should be changed to key-0, and the key-0
declaration should be added to the data declarations if it is not present in the working storage section or in one of the
copybooks. Note that the changes are documented by comment lines.
Dbl-4. The code snippet in Fig. 2 shows some code before and after the Dbl-4 modification. There is a call to the
database system with a get position operation. The data buffer length should be replaced by dbl-4 and its declaration
should be added to the working storage section or it should already be declared in one of the copybooks. In this case,
the declaration is added to the program. The changes are documented by comment lines
Data length. In the code fragment in Fig. 3, an example of the Data-length modification is shown. Each pic 9(2)
comp-0 declaration takes two bytes, pic x(4) takes 4 bytes, pic x(10) takes 10 bytes, pic x(75) takes 75 bytes,
and the 05 level records occur twice so the total size of data buffer status-block is 115 bytes. The initial value of
data buffer length variable data-bufl is 103 and thus too small. A move statement with the correct value is added.
Cursor analysis. Some of the programs showed status code errors while running with the new database version. This
was caused by different programs that modified the cursor position in the same file. In the old version, this error did
not occur since the file positions were stored in a different way. Therefore, we were asked to do an analysis which
identified these programs and the code that caused the errors. The system experts would then manually change the
code in the reported programs to store and retrieve the file positions properly.
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....
77 question1 pic x(45) value "Change (Y/N) ?".
....
GPO-TET204 SECTION.
gpo01.
call BT "__BTRV" using b-gpo, b-stat, ec-tet204,
adr-3, dbl-3, buf-tet204, key-0.
....
77 question1 pic X(45) value "Change (Y/N) ?".
* Btrieve 7.9 modification: add declaration
77 dbl-4 pic 99 comp-0 value 4.
....
GPO-TET204 SECTION.
gpo01.
* Btrieve 7.9 modification: DBL-4
call BT "__BTRV" using b-gpo, b-stat, ec-tet204,
adr-3, dbl-4, buf-tet204, key-0.
Fig. 2. Dbl-4 modification.
We did not deploy an automatic modification tool for this problem because the system experts expected that a
relatively low number of programs would need modification. The idea was that if it turned out that a large number of
programs needed modification according to our analysis, we would automate this as much as possible. The experts
made an estimation by looking at the number of programs that showed the status code errors. The actual number
of programs that need modification can deviate from this estimate, since several errors can be repaired by patching a
single piece of code, and there could be programs that had not yet shown this error at that time. Despite the advantages
of an automated approach, it was considered not to be cost-effective to automate the cursor modification. The system
experts decided to carry out the modification by hand using our analysis results. However, we want to mention that a
manual approach for this modification can introduce inconsistencies that may cost more in the long run.
For the analysis, we had to identify the programs containing a loop in which both a cursor position of a file was
changed and a different program was called that also changed the cursor position in the same file. The error occurred
when the first program tried to access the file with the modified cursor position again. We were asked to search for
such logic in loops, since the error occurred when the first access operation was repeated, and that operation expected
that the file cursor was unchanged. Using our results, the system experts modified the programs by retrieving the
cursor position before calling the second program, and restoring it after the second program terminated.
In the code snippet in Fig. 4, an example of such a loop is shown. PROGRAM1 contains a loop in
SEARCH-POLICYHOLDER retrieving a record from file001, and subsequently PROGRAM2 is called via two performed
sections. PROGRAM2 also changes the position of file001 (the same position block fb-file001 is used). When
PROGRAM2 terminates, control-flow is passed back to PROGRAM1 which can then access file001 for the second time
but with a modified position block. In the new database version this causes an error since position blocks are stored
differently. So, such loops must be detected and the position block preserved and restored when the call to the second
program returns. This is shown in the code snippet in Fig. 5: two subroutines are added, one to save the position
cursor in adr-1 by a get-position operation (b-gpo) and one to restore the position cursor after the call with a get
direct operation (b-gdi). Note that PROGRAM2, FILL-TABLE SECTION and GET-PART-AV SECTION are not shown
in this figure.
2.2. What about semantics and correctness?
One of our aims is to perform any requested change quickly and accurately. Therefore, this paper is not about how to
make the best change but how to make the requested change. In a mass maintenance project, requested modifications
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....
77 data-bufl pic 9(05) comp-0 value 103.
01 status-block.
03 etq-rl pic 9(2) comp-0.
03 etq-ps pic 9(2) comp-0.
03 etq-rsv pic x(4).
03 key-specs occurs 2 times.
05 key-position pic 9(2) comp-0.
05 key-length pic 9(2) comp-0.
05 key-flag pic 9(2) comp-0.
05 filler pic x(10).
03 filler pic x(75).
....
0191-00.
call BT "__BTRV" using b-sta, b-stat, ec-tet248,
status-block, data-bufl, buf-tet248, key-0.
....
77 data-bufl pic 9(05) comp-0 value 103.
01 status-block.
03 etq-rl pic 9(2) comp-0.
03 etq-ps pic 9(2) comp-0.
03 etq-rsv pic x(4).
03 key-specs occurs 2 times.
05 key-position pic 9(2) comp-0.
05 key-length pic 9(2) comp-0.
05 key-flag pic 9(2) comp-0.
05 filler pic x(10).
03 filler pic x(75).
....
0191-00.
* Btrieve 7.9 modification: data-length assignment.
move 115 to data-bufl
call BT "__BTRV" using b-sta, b-stat, ec-tet248,
status-block, data-bufl, buf-tet248, key-0.
Fig. 3. Data-length modification.
may not always appear to be sensible and sound at first sight. For instance, the Cobol85 to Cobol74 project [23]
was about changing a system to an older Cobol dialect. Such a request may seem unusual if you are not working in
industry, but real-life software systems require non-trivial changes, which can be neither correctness nor semantics
preserving. Of course, when you make massive changes, you have to be aware of the intricacies that can appear in a
program or portfolio. For example, if you do dataflow analysis for a Y2K change, you must know which statements
affect the dataflow and in what way. On the other hand, for some problems it is easier to check them beforehand and, if
they appear in the code, alter the code in advance instead of overloading your automatic tool to deal with complicated
exceptions. We illustrate this with the modifications that were requested in our project.
Some of the requested modifications required adding a variable to a program. So, if a variable of that name already
exists but is declared or used differently, it could cause errors. In our case, the company had coding standards for
these variables that restricted their use. With a simple lexical tool we checked in advance that the variables were not
used outside the scope of these standards. This way, we did not have to take such exceptions into account when we
developed the automatic tools. A similar situation can occur with the Data-length modification, which is also not
correctness preserving in all cases. We had to calculate the length of the data buffer and then store the result in the
data buffer length variable. Such a modification can cause errors elsewhere in the program. If the variable is used after
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*********** PROGRAM1 ***********
SEARCH-POLICYHOLDER SECTION.
...
sph10.
if tabcounter = 3
go to sph99.
move file001-regnr to kw2-number.
if not kw2-number1 = kw-number1
go to sph99.
perform fill-table.
sph20.
call BT "__BTRV" using b-gne, b-status, fb-file001,
file001-record, dbl-file001, buf-file001, key-0.
if b-status = 9
go to sph99.
if not b-status = 0
move "FILE001" to b-code
perform error-handling.
go to sph10.
sph99.
exit.
FILL-TABLE SECTION.
...
perform get-part-av.
...
GET-PART-AV SECTION.
...
call "PROGRAM2" using ui-number, start-date, start-date,
code-kw, code-av, code-kl, coll, dat-wz-kw,
dat-wz-av, dat-wz-kl, dat-st-wt.
...
*********** PROGRAM2 ***********
DETERMINE-POLICY-RIGHT SECTION.
...
call BT "__BTRV" using b-gle, b-status, fb-file001,
file001-record, dbl-file001, buf-file001, key-1.
...
Fig. 4. Two programs altering the same file cursor.
the database call and a specific value is expected, the behaviour of the program can be different and errors may occur.
Again, the presence of such constructs was quickly checked with the use of simple lexical tools. If one of these issues
had appeared in the programs, depending on the issue, we would have preprocessed the code or implemented it in the
automatic modification tools.
Assume that we are somehow able to develop an approach that can deal with all possible exceptions that can
occur. In order to prove semantic and correctness properties of the changes, we need a formal semantics of the
involved technologies. For a language like Cobol there is no single semantics because of the diverse variants, which
is illustrated in [49, p. 83]. In [67], we found that a basic language construct like the procedure call has different
implementations in Cobol, and that there exist business critical systems whose operation relies on the behaviour of
a particular implementation. In addition, there is no formal semantics available for the BTrieve database technology.
Hence, for a formal approach we should somehow obtain the specific semantics involved in our project. We consider
this to be infeasible because it is too time-consuming for an industrial project.
We argued that semantics and correctness do not play a prominent role in mass change efforts, that requested
changes from industry can be non-intuitive, and that exceptions to changes should be checked beforehand and removed
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*********** PROGRAM1 ***********
SEARCH-POLICYHOLDER SECTION.
...
sph10.
if tabcounter = 3
go to sph99.
* Get position of file001 and store in adr-1 to solve status problem
perform gpo-file001.
move file001-regnr to kw2-number.
if not kw2-number1 = kw-number1
go to sph99.
perform fill-table.
* Restore position in file001
perform gdi-file001.
sph20.
call BT "__BTRV" using b-gne, b-status, fb-file001,
file001-record, dbl-file001, buf-file001, key-0.
if b-status = 9
go to sph99.
if not b-status = 0
move "FILE001" to b-code
perform fout-afhandeling.
go to sph10.
sph99.
exit.
* Subroutine for retrieving the position
GPO-FILE001 SECTION.
gpo01.
call BT "__BTRV" using b-gpo, b-status, fb-file001,
adr-1, dbl-4, buf-file001, key-0.
...
* Subroutine for restoring the position
GDI-FILE001 SECTION.
gdi01.
move adr-1 to file001-record.
call BT "__BTRV" using b-gdi, b-status, fb-file001,
file001-record, dbl-file001, buf-file001, key-0.
...
Fig. 5. Program 1 from Fig. 4 after cursor retrieval (Program 2 and two sections from Program 1 are not shown).
instead of dealing with them in the automatic change tools. These are some of our findings with mass modification
efforts.
2.3. Code exploration
Our next step was to identify the occurrences of the relevant database operations through the entire portfolio, to
determine our approach and to estimate the effort for the update. To do this, we did simple code explorations. We
measured the size of the portfolio and estimated the number of database calls that had to be examined and possibly
modified. This was done with the basic UNIX tools wc and grep.
Table 1 shows some statistics of the portfolio. The size of the portfolio was 4.5 million lines of Cobol code in
45 systems. There were 2954 programs accounting for 2.8 million lines of code. On top of this there were 19,444
copybooks (Cobol include files) with another 1.7 million lines of code. As it turned out later, many of the copybooks
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Table 1
Statistics from the software portfolio
Amount Lines of code
Systems (programs+copybooks) 45 4,470,167
Programs 2,954 2,750,122
Total copybooks 19,444 1,720,045
Copybooks with unique names 7,195 828,248
Copybooks with unique content 9,011 1,022,139
Total database callsa 48,614 97,228
Relevant database calls 3,478 6,956
Systems with relevant database calls 44 4,466,085
Programs with relevant database calls 1,930 1,023,978
a Lines of code for the calls is based on two lines of code for each call.
were actually a clone of the same copybook; there were 7195 unique copybook names, and 9011 with a unique
content taking up 1 million lines of code. In total, there were 48,614 calls to the database system. The database calls
that had to be examined and possibly corrected appeared 3478 times: in 44 of the 45 systems and in 1930 of the
2954 programs. Below we show how we did a quick analysis to estimate the impact of the change. We use grep (get
regular expression pattern) to retrieve most of the relevant calls to the database, using five simple search patterns with
the database operations. The tool wc (word count) is used to count all reported lines. Some exceptions to these patterns
may be missed with this simple query, but this approach is powerful enough to make an estimate.
Number of relevant calls to the database:
> grep -i -e "using b-res," -e "using b-unl," -e "using b-sta,"
-e "using b-cre," -e "using b-gpo," *.CBL | wc -l
3478
Number of relevant files:
> grep -l -i -e "using b-res," -e "using b-unl," -e "using b-sta,"
-e "using b-cre," -e "using b-gpo," *.CBL | wc -l
1930
These numbers indicated that 1930 of the programs needed to be examined and possibly updated. Furthermore, the
19,444 included copybooks had to be taken into account since they can contain declarations of variables and constants
needed for the update of the database calls. So, at most less than 1% of the code was impacted (3,478 calls ∗ 2 LOC
per call / 4.5 MLOC) but it was spread out over 98% of the systems and 65% of the programs. This characteristic was
also found in the large scale maintenance project where bank account numbers needed to be converted from 9 to 10
digits [41]. In that application, it was found that the impact of the change would affect 75%–100% of the IT-systems,
while only 2%–8% of the source files even contained 9-digit numbers.
2.4. Why a manual approach is infeasible
A simple code analysis for estimating the amount of code to be changed was done with a one line grep command,
reporting 3478 relevant calls spread over 1930 files. It is tempting to think that one can apply a brute force approach
to inspect and modify these calls. If we had taken 5 min per call, this would have resulted in 290 h of effort (5 min
∗ 3478 calls). Within two weeks, a team of 4 programmers could have done the work. At first sight, this appears to
be a reasonable solution. But portfolio-wide mass changes are beyond the scope of the day-to-day routine of normal
maintenance, and such changes cannot be carried out quickly and accurately by a team of programmers. We explain
that here.
It is feasible to change one line of code in one file within 5 min, i.e., open a file, search the relevant line, change
it, search the rest of the file, and close the file. Then re-compile the program and test it. Perhaps two lines of code in
two files can be done in 10 min, including compilation and testing. But 3478 changes in 1930 files cannot be done in
290 h, because portfolio-wide mass changes do not scale linearly.
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First of all, it is time-consuming to compile and test a large amount of code, so it is infeasible to do this after
every single change. One can choose to compile and test after a number of changes, for instance, all programs in one
system. However, several systems in a portfolio are often intertwined with each other. A partial update will therefore
cause problems. For example, when a program in the updated system makes a call to a program which has not yet
been updated, an error can occur. Then, the error can be caused by a compatibility problem or by an erroneous update.
In our case, the new database version imposed several constraints on the programs, and it did not work properly with
programs which have not yet been updated. This means that updated programs cannot be tested unless all dependent
programs are updated as well. To determine all dependent programs is already a difficult analysis in itself, and in
practice an infeasible task by hand.
Furthermore, as long as not all programs are updated, it is not convenient to perform other maintenance tasks
since these can interfere with the upgrade project. To avoid difficult merges, the state of the portfolio should be fixed
during the mass change, which hinders regular maintenance activities. In addition, manual modifications are prone to
errors, even if it concerns one-line changes. Recall that in one project 55% of the one-line maintenance changes were
incorrect [34, p. 333].
Finally, mass changes have to be carried out several times during a project for various reasons. In our project, we
applied our automatic tools 6 times: one time because some code was missing, one time on a few programs, one time
on one system, one time because the code had changed since the start of the project, one time to correct errors, and
another time because the requirements had changed. We even had to undo one of the requested changes, which is not
recommended to do by hand. In fact, in an earlier attempt, the company had tried to carry out some of the changes
by hand. The attempt failed, but the changes that had already been made were not reverted. This complicated future
changes and led to the cancellation of one of the requested changes near the end of our project.
3. Automated solution
Here, we present our approach to carry out the changes to the software portfolio. We describe the different phases
in the update process, elaborate on the technology, and discuss the implementation of the tools.
The size and the nature of the problem make it very suitable for an automated solution. To do automatic analyses
and transformations, we developed a mass update factory that used a mixture of lexical and syntactic tools. Lexical
tools are particularly useful for quick analyses as we showed above, and some types of modifications. Syntactic tools
are useful for more accurate and in-depth analyses and modifications. In Section 3.2, we briefly discuss the pros and
cons of lexical and syntactic tools.
3.1. Mass update factory
A mass update factory is an instance of a software renovation factory, with tools that can be reused or generated
quickly to deal with specific problems. Source code is processed in the mass update factory on a conveyor belt with
several phases:
• Preprocessing
• Parsing
• Transformation
• Unparsing
• Postprocessing
Preprocessing. The preprocessing phase comprises several activities. A preprocessor massages the code to ease the
parsing and the transformations, i.e., the number of syntactic possibilities is reduced without changing the behaviour
of the code. For example, comments are encapsulated such that they are preserved and can be retrieved later, keywords
are changed to uppercase, and include files are included. A Cobol preprocessor for software maintenance purposes is
described in [16].
Parsing. After preprocessing the programs, the next phase is parsing. Parsing can be done by a syntactic analysis of
the source code using a grammar of the programming language, thereby constructing a parsetree. This tree is then used
to apply transformations. A parser can be generated by the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment [19,39]. We will discuss
this environment in more detail in the implementation section.
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Transformation. After the programs are parsed, the actual modification can be applied. Our transformations were
implemented in the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment, which supports conditional rewrite rules. This way, modifications
can be specified using code patterns that are applied under certain conditions.
Unparsing. Unparsing is the process of translating the (transformed) parsetree back to text [21]. Unparser
functionality is supplied by the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment.
Postprocessing. The postprocessing phase is mainly the inverse of the preprocessing phase. For example, the com-
ments are turned back into their original state and the expanded copybooks are collapsed.
Several of the tools that were used in the factory were generated from a context-free grammar, as described in [18].
This way, we were able to deploy tools quickly. The generated tools were then placed in a software renovation factory
architecture [56]. In the next sections we describe the technology used and more implementation details.
3.2. Technology
The automated modifications were carried out using a combination of lexical and syntactic technology. Lexical
technology operates at the character level whereas syntactic technology operates on the language’s syntax level. We
briefly discuss the advantages and disadvantages of both technologies, and how we deployed these technologies to
carry out the automatic maintenance.
3.2.1. Lexical and syntactic technology
We showed in the previous section that with the grep command we quickly estimated the number of database calls
and number of files that may be affected by the database upgrade. This information is gathered with very small effort
using lexical tools. For a little more advanced analyses and also for some kinds of transformations, Perl [55] can be
deployed. It is a powerful scripting language that can be used to manipulate text and files by replacing strings and
regular expressions. The project described in [43] was carried out using Perl. For some types of text replacements,
lexical technology can be applied.
However, when a change requires a certain amount of context information and must be carried out accurately, a
lexical tool can become truly intricate. An accurate match pattern for a single line may be a difficult operation, but an
accurate pattern for multiple lines requires great effort or becomes impossible with lexical tools. The chance on false
positives and false negative is high due to missing context. As noted in [18, p. 248], the power of lexical tools for
source code transformations is quite limited. As we mentioned in the introduction, in that paper an extensive example
is discussed where one line of code must be altered. The authors elaborate on the problems with a lexical approach.
Seemingly simple changes do not imply simple tools. So when accuracy and more context are required, lexical
technology will just not do and one has to resort to syntactic technology. Syntactic tools are grammar-based so these
are aware of a language’s syntax, which has several advantages over lexical tools. Since a program is parsed entirely
before making changes, one can implement accurate patterns that use the entire program as context. Sophisticated
analyses and transformations can then quickly be developed. Nevertheless, syntactic technology has some challenges:
the upfront investment in a grammar, the overhead to apply the technology, and the robustness of a parser. Furthermore,
syntax retention has to be considered, i.e., it is often required that code that is not affected by an update should remain
unchanged. In practice, this means that original layout and comments must be preserved by an automatic tool. In our
project, we opted for a mixture of lexical and syntactic tools to combine the best of both technologies.
3.2.2. The ASF+SDF Meta-Environment
To specify and implement our transformations we used the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment [19,22,39]. The
ASF+SDF Meta-Environment is a development environment for the automatic generation of interactive systems for
manipulating programs, specifications or other texts written in a formal language. SDF stands for Syntax Definition
Formalism and supports the definition of both lexical and context-free syntax (production rules). It is a modular
formalism which contains constructs such as imports, exports and hiding. For an elaborate treatment of SDF we
refer to [36]. ASF stands for Algebraic Specification Formalism and supports the definition of equations (conditional
rewrite rules). It is a formalism that has sufficient expressive power to describe type checking, program translation, and
program execution. For detailed information on ASF see [5]. Together, ASF+SDF is a modular algebraic specification
formalism for the definition of the syntax of (programming) languages.
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%% SDF production rule
Non-terminal1 "Terminal" Non-terminal2 -> Resulting-non-terminal {attributes}
%% ASF rewrite rule
[asf-rewrite-rule-tag]
Condition1 && Condition2 == true
===>
Left-hand-side = Right-hand-side
Fig. 6. An SDF production rule and an ASF rewrite rule.
In a transformation project, SDF can be used to specify the production rules of a grammar and syntax rules for
transformations, and ASF can be used to specify rewrite rules for transformations. Fig. 6 shows the structures of an SDF
production rule and an ASF rewrite rule. An SDF production rule has zero or more (non-)terminals on the left-hand
side and the resulting non-terminal on the right-hand side. It can also have attributes to guide the parsing or rewriting
process. The grammar is used to generate a parser. An ASF rewrite rule has a left-hand side and a right-hand side
indicating the rewrite relation with an equal sign (=), and can have zero or more conditions which are specified above
the arrow (===>). The operators for conditions are equality (==), inequality (!=) and matching assignment (:=). In an
ASF rewrite rule, variables can be used to represent actual syntax in the code to be transformed, which allows one to
specify code patterns with abstract and concrete syntax. In addition, the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment provides very
convenient support for generic traversal [13]. These traversal functions implicitly traverse a parsetree and are defined
for specific non-terminals by the user; users do not have to implement this visitor behaviour themselves. At each
visited node in the tree which is of these non-terminals, the rewrite rules for this function are tried. Traversal functions
were first used with the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment in [15,18] to reduce the manual effort to write renovation
transformations. This turned out to be a powerful asset, and was incorporated in the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment. In
our project, we employed traversal functionality extensively to implement rewrite rules concisely.
The ASF+SDF Meta-Environment comes with a scannerless Generalised LR parser [73]. We mention that GLR
parsing is particularly helpful for reengineering and maintenance, as discussed in [17]. It is also mentioned in [6] that
the traditional parsing techniques are not suitable for automated software maintenance. Furthermore, the ASF+SDF
Meta-Environment provides an unparser to translate parsed code to text, as well as support for pretty printing. See [14,
21] for details.
We already mentioned that a common challenge in automatic modification of software is syntax retention. In
our project, we needed to preserve the original comments. The ASF+SDF Meta-Environment supports rewriting with
layout [20], which means that comments encapsulated in layout are preserved, except in places where code is rewritten.
For our project, this was sufficient because the changes were applied locally, so no comments were lost. We also added
comments where code was modified.
3.2.3. Grammar engineering
Before the source code can be parsed, a grammar is needed which describes the syntax of the source code language.
Our starting point was an IBM VS Cobol II grammar in SDF which was derived from the online IBM VS Cobol II
grammar [48–50]. We adapted the grammar such that it could parse Micro Focus Cobol. We added new productions
and we modified existing productions. Fig. 7 shows the SDF production for the CALL statement in IBM VS Cobol II
and Fig. 8 the adapted production for Micro Focus Cobol. Micro Focus Cobol supports the “call by value” extension
so we adapted the IBM VS Cobol II production rule accordingly. Also, the BTrieve database call utility, “BT”, was
added as an optional terminal denoting the BT command for the database interface. We added several other production
rules for both lexical and context-free syntax.
We adapted the grammar by hand in an ad hoc way to suit the projects requirements, but a formal approach to
grammar adaptation is described in [46] and tool support is given by the Grammar Deployment Kit [44], which can be
used for automatic modification of grammars. An elaborate agenda on grammarware is given in [40]. Grammarware
comprises grammars and all grammar-dependent software.
3.3. Implementation of the tools
We deployed a mixture of lexical and syntactic tools in our factory to analyse and transform the entire portfolio.
Our preprocessor and postprocessor were implemented in Unix shell scripts and Perl, our transformation tools in the
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"CALL" Identifier-literal
( "USING" (
( "BY"? "REFERENCE"? ( Identifier-filename
| ("ADDRESS" "OF" Identifier)
)+ )
| ( "BY"? "CONTENT" ( (("LENGTH" "OF")? Identifier)
| ("ADDRESS" "OF" Identifier)
| Literal
)+ )
) +
)? -> Call-statement-simple
Fig. 7. SDF production rule for the IBM VS Cobol II CALL statement.
"CALL" "BT"? Identifier-literal
( "USING" (
( "BY"? "REFERENCE"? ( Identifier-filename
| ( "ADDRESS" "OF" Identifier )
| Literal
)+ )
| ( "BY"? "CONTENT" ( (( "LENGTH" "OF")? Identifier )
| ( "ADDRESS" "OF" Identifier )
| Literal
)+ )
| ( "BY"? "VALUE" Identifier-literal )+
) +
)? -> Call-statement-simple
Fig. 8. Adapted SDF production rule for the CALL statement in Micro Focus Cobol.
getinput | $expandcopy -sys "$system" -name "$infile" -src "$srcpath"
-top "$toppath" -cpy "$cpypath" | $uppercase | $encapcomment | dumpoutput
Fig. 9. Preprocessor coordination pipeline, implemented with Unix pipes.
ASF+SDF Meta-Environment. The cursor analysis tool was also implemented in Perl. The actual implementation of
the factory’s conveyer belt was done by connecting the individual tools using Unix shell scripts.
Although some of the tools might give the reader the first impression that this is an all too specific approach to
solving mass maintenance problems, we like to stress that this is not the case. Since many mass maintenance problems
are indeed idiosyncratic, you should not build a technology based on such examples. Instead, we developed a software
product line for mass maintenance tools which, given some specific problem, is capable of quickly implementing a
tool solving that problem without putting a lot of problem specific effort in the tool itself. The grammar of the language
is the basis of this approach, and is used to generate tools for the problem at hand. For instance, a parser and generic
rewrite functionality can be generated that can quickly be adjusted to a project’s needs.
3.3.1. Factory components
Preprocessor and postprocessor. In Fig. 9 the coordination script of the preprocessor is shown, implemented using
Unix pipes. The postprocessor has similar functionality as the preprocessor, but then in a reversed order so we will not
discuss the postprocessor in detail. We will explain the stages of the preprocessor here; we mention that the bottom-
line here is that each program which went through the update process but was not altered by the transformations must
remain unchanged, so the postprocessor has the task of assuring this property.
The reuse of a generic component such as a preprocessor is one of the advantages of a software renovation factory.
First, the copybooks are expanded, which means that we insert the actual text of the copybook in the program,
similar to what a Cobol preprocessor does. We used a Cobol preprocessor for software maintenance purposes which is
described in [16] and adjusted it to the needs of our project. In Cobol, variables can be substituted by copy replacings
when files are included; this could complicate the expansion. However, we checked in advance that this did not occur
in the portfolio with a simple grep command. If it did occur, copy replacings should have been handled by the
preprocessor.
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%% case-sensitive keywords
"IF" Condition "THEN"?
Statement-list
Else-phrase? -> If-statement-non-closed
%% case-insensitive keywords
If-KW Condition Then-KW?
Statement-list
Else-phrase? -> If-statement-non-closed
[Ii][Ff] -> If-KW
[Tt][Hh][Ee][Nn] -> Then-KW
Fig. 10. Case-sensitive and case-insensitive Cobol IF statement specified in SDF production rules. The case-insensitive variant requires additional
production rules for the keywords.
if ($line =~ /^([\ ]{0,6})\*/) {
if ($1 =~ /[\t]/) {
} else {
$line = "\%\%".$line;
}
}
Fig. 11. Perl code for encapsulating a Cobol comment with two percentage signs using the preprocessor.
Expansion of the copybooks simplified the transformations because after expansion all variables are declared inside
the program; a different option is to search the copybooks during the transformation. We chose to do expansion in the
preprocessing because that would be faster than to let a transformation search for the copybooks each time we must
check if a variable is declared or what its value is. With our approach, the transformation rules do not have to take
copy statements into account since all data declarations have been included in the program. The expansion requires
the system name, the file name, and three paths for searching the copybooks. Since there were several versions of
the same copybooks in the delivered source, the appropriate copybook must be found using the correct precedence
of the different paths where a copybook could be located. This was done in consultation with the system experts.
The original copy statement remains in the program, and two dummy copy statements indicate the start and end of
the copybook (COPY EXPAND-START and COPY EXPAND-END). These are cleaned up together with the content by the
postprocessor. Note that we do not have to change the Cobol grammar for the dummy copy statements, because they
are perfectly legal in Cobol.
The next step is to convert the lowercase characters of keywords and special names to uppercase characters. Since
the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment does not support case-insensitivity, mixed case terminals have to be specified in the
grammar. We illustrate this in Fig. 10, where a case-sensitive and a case-insensitive Cobol IF statement is shown.
A case-insensitive SDF grammar production requires additional productions for the terminals. This complicates
the grammar [16] and imposes performance constraints on the parser which is supplied with the ASF+SDF
Meta-Environment. So, instead of making the grammar case-sensitive, we opted for changing all keywords to
uppercase.
The last step is to encapsulate all Cobol comments. In Cobol, comments are indicated by a comment indicator (∗
or /) in column 1 through 7 in the source code. We set the comments aside by inserting them into the layout; this
way, we do not have to take care of the comments everywhere they can appear in the Cobol grammar. We encapsulate
comments with percentage signs (%%), which is the standard comment notation in SDF. In Fig. 11, a Perl code snippet
is shown for matching the comment indicators in columns 1 through 7 and inserting the percentage signs; note that
Perl starts counting at 0 for the first column and that lines starting with a tab are skipped.
In Fig. 12, an original code snippet is shown before and after preprocessing. Keywords are capitalised, the copybook
teb415.rlo is expanded, and comments are encapsulated.
Transformation tools. We implemented three modification tools using the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment, one for
each requested modification. In addition, we implemented an analysis tool for finding a variable, its length and value,
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...
copy h:\rlo\claim\teb415.rlo.
...
FILL-NUMBER SECTION.
fn01.
if sw-debt = 1 or 2
go to fn99.
* if not lw-number = zero
* go to fn20.
...
COPY h:\rlo\claim\teb415.rlo.
COPY EXPAND-START.
77 teb415-position PIC X(37).
77 ec-teb415 PIC X(128).
77 dbl-teb415 PIC 99 COMP-0 VALUE 12.
01 buf-teb415 PIC 9(6).
01 teb415-record.
03 teb415-nr-claim PIC 9(6).
03 teb415-nr-pts PIC 9(6).
COPY EXPAND-END.
...
FILL-NUMBER SECTION.
fn01.
IF sw-debt = 1 OR 2
GO TO fn99.
%% * if not lw-number = zero
%% * go to fn20.
Fig. 12. A Cobol code snippet before and after preprocessing.
and a tool which adds a data declaration if it does not exist. These additional tools were used by the three modification
tools.
Part of the variable analysis tool is shown in Fig. 13. The figure shows an ASF rewrite rule which matches
and analyses a level 77 data declaration, which is a regular variable declaration in Cobol. If the searched variable
Data-name1 is equal to the current variable Data-name2, an argument is returned that is composed of three values,
separated by semicolons: true to indicate a successful match, the length that is calculated by calculate-length,
and the initial value that is retrieved by find-value. This analysis has several other rules for matching other types
of data declarations, i.e., other level numbers, which are not shown here. In Fig. 14, this transformation is applied to
actual code for analysing a KEY-0 variable. The function is applied to a list of data declarations, and KEY-0 is supplied
as the variable we are looking for. If the KEY-0 variable is found, true is returned together with length 2 and value
0. If no matching variable is found, a default rule is applied. This analysis is used by the other transformation rules.
For the Key-0 and Dbl-4 modification, we need to know whether the key-0 and dbl-4 variables have already been
declared, and for the buffer-length modification we calculate the length of the buffer itself and retrieve the value of
the buffer-length variable.
In Fig. 15, we show three rules from the Key-0 modification. We briefly explain the rules.
• [eq-key-0] the function key-0 matches a Cobol program, which is composed of several divisions. The database
calls are located in the procedure division. The function key-0-modify searches the procedure division for
database calls with relevant operations. If at least one modification has been made (Procedure-division’ is
different from Procedure-division, which is checked by the equal function), the function add-data-entry
is called to add a KEY-0 declaration to the data division. This function adds a variable if it has not yet been declared.
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[2b]
equal( Data-name1, Data-name2 ) == true
===>
analyse-variable( 77 Data-name2 Data-description-entry-clause*.
, Data-name1
)
= true
; calculate-length( 77 Data-name2 Data-description-entry-clause*. )
; find-value( Data-description-entry-clause*)
Fig. 13. An ASF rewrite rule for matching a level 77 Cobol variable and retrieving its length and its value.
analyse-variable(
77 B-CODE PIC X(8).
77 KEY-0 PIC 99 COMP-0 VALUE 0.
77 KEY-1 PIC 99 COMP-0 VALUE 1.
77 KEY-2 PIC 99 COMP-0 VALUE 2.
77 KEY-3 PIC 99 COMP-0 VALUE 3.
, KEY-0
) = true
; 2
; 0
Fig. 14. An example of analyse-variable from Fig. 13 applied to a Cobol code fragment. The transformation rule is applied to data declarations
to search and analyse the KEY-0 variable. On the right-hand side of the equal sign, the result of the transformation is shown: the variable is found,
its length is 2 and its value is 0.
The updated procedure division Proceduredivision’ and the possibly modified data division Data-division’
then replace the original divisions on the right-hand side of the rewrite rule.
• [eq-key-0-modify] the function key-0-modify matches database calls with the B-RES (reset) and B-UNL
(unlock) operation. If the key number is not equal to KEY-0, the CALL statement is modified. This function is a
traversal function, which means that it visits all CALL statements implicitly; we do not have to implement a visitor
function ourselves. At each visited CALL statement, the rewrite rule is tried. If the rule matches, a special comment
code @!KEY-0!@ is added to the statement, indicating that it has been modified.
• [eq-add-data-entry] the function add-data-entry matches a data division, which consists itself of
several sections. In each of these sections, there can be declarations. All declarations are collected and then
analyse-variable checks if the supplied Data-name is already declared in one of these sections. If false
is returned by analyse-variable, then a new variable is added to the working storage section in the data
division, together with a special comment code @!ADD-DECL!@. The Integer and Literal which are returned by
analyse-variable are not used by this transformation.
In two of the rules, a special comment code is added to the transformed parts of the code to automatically document
the change. These comment codes are scaffolded comments. Scaffolding [58] is related to a very common concept
in the development of systems: the use of code, data, or entire programs which are built for debugging or tracing
purposes, but never intended to be in the final product. We encapsulated scaffolded comments in layout with an at
sign and an exclamation mark (@!); this way, we do not have to change the Cobol grammar. The scaffolded comment
is placed inside the statement for technical reasons, since outside the statement it can be lost in a rewrite step (it is
considered as layout, which can be lost during rewriting in some cases), and they are changed to a Cobol comment line
by the postprocessor. This way, the changes are documented in a uniform way. Furthermore, we used these comment
lines to measure the amount of changes made by the automatic tools.
The three rules show the core of the specification for the Key-0 modification. The Dbl-4 modification is very
similar except for different operations and variable, but the Data-length modification is different since we must also
add a new statement. Fig. 16 depicts some ASF code from the Data-length modification: the rule which adds the MOVE
statement with the calculated length of the data buffer. The function data-length traverses a program until a list of
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[eq-key-0]
Procedure-division’ := key-0-modify( Procedure-division )
equal( Procedure-division’, Procedure-division ) == false
Data-division’ := add-data-entry( Data-division
, 77 KEY-0 PIC 99 COMP-0 VALUE 0. )
===>
key-0( Identification-division
Environment-division
Data-division
Procedure-division )
=
Identification-division
Environment-division
Data-division’
Procedure-division’
[eq-key-0-modify]
( equal( Operation, B-RES )
| equal( Operation, B-UNL ) ) == true
equal( Key-number, KEY-0 ) == false
===>
key-0-modify( CALL BT "__BTRV" USING Operation B-status Pos-block
Data-buf Data-length Key-buffer Key-number )
= CALL @!KEY-0!@ BT "__BTRV" USING Operation B-status Pos-block
Data-buf Data-length Key-buffer KEY-0
[eq-add-data-entry]
false ; Integer ; Literal :=
analyse-variable(
select-file-data-entries( File-and-sort-description-entry* )
Data-description-entry*1
Data-description-entry*2
select-screen-data-entries( Screen-description-entry* )
, Data-name)
===>
add-data-entry(
DATA DIVISION.
FILE SECTION. File-and-sort-description-entry*
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.Data-description-entry*1
LINKAGE SECTION. Data-description-entry*2
SCREEN SECTION. Screen-description-entry*
, Level-number Data-name Data-description-entry-clause*. )
= DATA DIVISION.
FILE SECTION. File-and-sort-description-entry*
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. Data-description-entry*1
Level-number @!ADD-DECL!@ Data-name Data-description-entry-clause*.
LINKAGE SECTION. Data-description-entry*2
SCREEN SECTION. Screen-description-entry*
Fig. 15. Three of the ASF rules for the Key-0 modification.
statements with a relevant CALL statement is found. The initial values of variables (Initial-values) and calculated
lengths of variables (Lengths) are determined in advance, as well as the variables that are modified somewhere in
the program (Modified-datanames). If the database operation is equal to B-STA or B-CRE, and the initial value
of the Data-length variable is smaller than the calculated length of the Data-buf or the Data-length variable is
modified somewhere in the program, a MOVE statement is added on the right-hand side of the rule. The calculated length
is moved to the Data-length variable; a conversion function (int-to-literal) converts the calculated length to
a literal, which is required for a MOVE statement. The scaffolded comment @!DATA-LENGTH-MOVE!@ indicates that a
Data-length modification has been made.
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[eq-data-length]
( equal( Operation, B-STA )
| equal( Operation, B-CRE ) ) == true
( get-int( Data-length, Initial-values ) < get-int( Data-buf, Lengths )
| is-in( Data-len, Modified-datanames ) ) == true
Length-literal := int-to-literal( get-int(Data-buf, Lengths) )
===>
data-length( Statement*1
CALL BT "__BTRV" USING Operation B-status Pos-block
Data-buf Data-length Key-buffer Key-number
Statement*2
, Modified-datanames
, Initial-values
, Lengths )
=
data-length( Statement*1, Modified-datanames, Initial-values, Lengths )
MOVE @!DATA-LENGTH-MOVE!@ Length-literal TO Data-length
CALL BT "__BTRV" USING Operation B-status Pos-block
Data-buf Data-length Key-buffer Key-number
data-length( Statement*2, Modified-datanames, Initial-values, Lengths )
Fig. 16. An ASF rewrite rule for the Data-length modification.
3.3.2. Cursor analysis tool
To carry out the cursor analysis, we started implementing an analysis tool in ASF+SDF. We needed to search
for loops in which a file was accessed and another program was called that accessed the same file. However, in
consultation with the system experts, it turned out that we could simplify the analysis. We agreed that it was sufficient
to search just for sections instead of loops since this turned out to be sufficient to detect the problems of our customer.
For this simplified analysis, we chose to implement two Perl scripts instead of an ASF+SDF analysis tool. If a complete
control-flow analysis was required to detect the problems, then we would have used syntactic tools instead since that
is a complex task with lexical tools. For example, in the code sample in Fig. 4, various GO TO statements are employed
to express the logic. A control-flow analysis of such code with a lexical tool becomes very intricate. To analyse such
code properly, a goto-removal transformation is helpful to normalise the control-flow [12,57,65]. However, that would
change the focus of the project.
The first script extracted for each program the section names with called programs, each section with database
operations that can alter the cursor position with the used data buffer, and also the sections that were performed from
another section. The performed sections were necessary to do a control-flow analysis in order to track down all called
programs in a section. There were 30 database operations that changed the cursor position in a file. In Fig. 17, we
show the analysis of the programs from Fig. 4.
The second script combined the data from the first script and reported for each relevant program the sections, the
program which was called and also the record with the modified cursor. This was done by propagating the called
program from section to section. The result of the second script is shown in Fig. 18. With the results of the second
script, the system experts made the changes to save the cursor before the calls and restore them after the calls, as we
showed earlier in Fig. 5.
3.3.3. Changing requirements, changing tools
While we were implementing and testing our tools, several questions arose. This happened when we examined one
of the releases of the modified code and discussed our findings with the system experts. We summarise some issues
here.
The Key-0 modification had to be carried out in order to make sure the key number variable in the reset and unlock
operations is key-0with value 0. So our initial implementation replaced all key number variables that were not key-0
and also declared this variable if necessary. However, in many programs we examined there was already a different
key number variable which also had value 0 (about 326 of the 2225 reset and unlock operations). We consulted the
system experts about this issue, and they decided that the requirements should change. This meant that we did not have
to change the reset and unlock operations where the key number was variable acc-0, since its value was also 0. Our
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PROGRAM1 # program name
;
...
GET-PART-AV:PROGRAM2 # called programs
...
;
...
SEARCH-POLICYHOLDER:b-gge:file001-record # relevant db operations
SEARCH-POLICYHOLDER:b-gne:file001-record # per section
...
;
...
SEARCH-POLICYHOLDER:FILL-TABLE # performed sections
...
FILL-TABLE:GET-PART-AV
...
;
PROGRAM2 # program name
;
...
DETERMINE-POLICY-RIGHT:b-gle:file001-record # relevant db operations
DETERMINE-POLICY-RIGHT:b-gpr:file001-record # per section
...
;
...
Fig. 17. Part of the analysis result of the code from Fig. 4.
System 34, topprogram PROGRAM1
Section :"SEARCH-POLICYHOLDER", record:"file001-record",
cursor reset:"PROGRAM2". Via GET-PART-AV.
Fig. 18. Result of the second analysis script on the analysis result from Fig. 17.
[eq-key-0-modify]
( equal( Operation, B-RES )
| equal( Operation, B-UNL ) ) == true
( equal( Key-number, KEY-0 )
& equal( Key-number, ACC-0 ) ) == false %% added for ACC-0
===>
key-0-modify( CALL BT "__BTRV" USING Operation B-status Pos-block
Data-buf Data-length Key-buffer Key-number )
= CALL @!KEY-0!@ BT "__BTRV" USING Operation B-status Pos-block
Data-buf Data-length Key-buffer KEY-0
Fig. 19. Updated ASF rule for Key-0 modification.
tools were quickly updated to implemente the changed requirements; we had to modify one of the rules we showed
earlier. The modified rule is shown in Fig. 19; a simple change is made in the condition where the key number is now
also tested for acc-0. After that, an updated tool was quickly generated and the update factory was run again. This
change resulted in 326 key-0 changes less and added one key-0 data declaration less.
Another change to the initial requirements was caused by differing opinions about the physical length of variables.
In Cobol there are several storage types for numeric data items. The reasons for this are speed of calculations as well
as memory usage; depending on the Cobol dialect different types are supported. For instance, a data item can be stored
as type binary which means that more than one digit is stored in one byte. Some other types are display, computational,
packed decimal, and pointer, which are suitable for specific uses. The default type is display. The computational type
itself is also divided into different types such as single and double precision floating point. The precise amount of
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Table 2
Physical length of the storage types in the portfolio
Type Length according to the system experts
display Each digit occupies one byte (default)
comp-0 Up to five digits occupy two bytes, for more than five digits it is the same as display type
comp-3 Each two digits is one byte plus a half byte for the sign
comp-4 Same as comp-0
comp-5 Same as comp-3
comp-x Each two digits occupy one byte
77 dbl-stat pic 999 comp-0 value 250.
01 status-block.
03 etq-rl pic 99 comp-0.
03 etq-ps pic 9(4) comp-0.
03 etq-rsv pic 9(4) comp-0.
03 key-specs occurs 20 times.
05 key-position pic 9(2) comp-0.
05 key-length pic 9(2) comp-0.
05 key-flag pic 9(2) comp-0.
05 filler pic x(10).
...
LOG-START SECTION.
ls01.
move 300 to dbl-stat.
call BT "__BTRV" using b-sta, b-stat, fb-tet212,
status-block, dbl-stat, buf-64, key-0.
...
Fig. 20. In an earlier attempt to solve the Data-length problem, a move statement was added to guarantee the size of length variable.
bytes used for the types and the order in which they are stored heavily depends on the storage mode (byte or word),
the operating system, and the compiler flags.
For the Data-length transformation, we created a function to compute the physical length of a variable, i.e., the
number of bytes it takes. We needed this value to update the database call with the correct length of the data buffer, as
we showed earlier. Since the physical lengths depend on several things, we consulted the system experts for the precise
amount of bytes used by each storage type. The types that appeared in the portfolio were: display, computational-0,
computational-3, computational-4, computational-5 and computational-x. Initially the system experts agreed upon the
lengths given in Table 2; comp is an abbreviation for computational.
However, when we examined the database calls that needed to be modified for the Data-length modification (status
and create operations), in many cases a move statement had already been added to change the length of the data buffer
length variable before the call was made. This indicated that in a previous update an attempt was made to guarantee
that the length variable was large enough. See the code example in Fig. 20, where the data buffer is status-block
and the data buffer length is dbl-stat.
The initial value of dbl-stat is 250. According to Table 2, the physical length of status-block is
2+ 2+ 2+ 20 ∗ (2+ 2+ 2+ 10) = 326.
Our transformation tool modified the code as shown in Fig. 21, where the initial move statement has been overruled.
We discussed this issue with the system experts. Among the experts, there was now a disagreement about the
physical length of the storage type comp-0. Eventually, it was decided to cancel the whole Data-length modification
due to lack of clarity. Since we used an automatic transformation tool to do the modification, we simply made a one-
line change to our specification, re-generated the tool and re-ran the update factory. The change to the automatic tool
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LOG-BEGIN SECTION.
lb00.
move 300 to dbl-stat.
* Btrieve 7.9 modification: data-length assignment.
move 326 to dbl-stat
call BT "__BTRV" using b-sta, b-stat, fb-tet212,
status-block, dbl-stat, buf-64, key-0.
Fig. 21. The move statement from Fig. 20 was overruled by our tools.
resulted in 240 (data buffer length) changes less. The possibility to undo the change without too much effort is one of
the advantages of using automatic tools to do mass maintenance.
Small-scale changes that are carried out manually can usually be reverted at low cost (e.g., with the help of a
source control system). For massive changes to a large-scale business-critical portfolio, this is usually not possible
and recommended. Due to the size of a portfolio, the intertwined impact of modifications and ongoing maintenance,
it is difficult to properly isolate and keep track of changes. Therefore, if changes had been made manually and along
the way one of them was cancelled, it would have been difficult to undo part of the changes. In our project, this
was illustrated by the failure of the previous attempt to update the database calls. The earlier (manual) attempt even
complicated our project.
3.4. Checking the modified portfolio
When one modifies over 4 million lines of code automatically, it is not obvious to see whether this is done as
expected, i.e., the right transformation in the right place. One could try to prove that the transformations are correct
in some sense. We already explained that a formal approach is not feasible in an industrial project. The mass update
process consists of far more than just the actual modification itself, as we have seen. The other steps, such as pre- and
postprocessing, should also be taken into account. Hence, a formal approach to finding errors in the transformation
process hinders the flexibility of the automatic approach and is not cost-effective.
We used a different way to test and check the modifications. We opted for a lightweight, practical approach which
can be applied quickly to a large amount of source code. The checking process performs various lightweight (sanity)
checks to detect errors in the automatic modifications. Failure indicates an error but success does not indicate a flawless
modification. In our opinion, this is the most suitable way to have cost-effective control over automatic modifications
that have been applied to millions of lines of code. We refer to [66] for various checks that can be applied to mass
maintenance transformations.
The transformations were developed and placed in a testing framework in ASF+SDF, which is part of the
ASF+SDF Meta-Environment distribution [22]. Also, a debugger is incorporated in the environment. A combination
of these tools allows for interactive development, (unit-)testing, and debugging of automatic transformations. We also
worked on grammar-based testcase generation for transformation rules; we refer to [66] for more details.
For checking the modified source code, we used lexical tools to inspect the changes. Similar to our code exploration
in the beginning of the project, such tools are very useful also in this stage. We used grep to search all Cobol files for
database calls that were not updated accordingly, so we searched for unexpected changes. In the following example,
we used grep to find all database calls with reset and unlock operations and also the next line (grep -A 1), which
contains the key number argument in most cases. We pipe the output to another grep which filters the first line of
the call statements and all lines with key-0 and acc-0 (grep -v inverts the match). In our case, the output of this
query was one line of code, where an acc-2 variable is key number argument. The reported line was not modified
because it is a comment. The result of this check does not guarantee that all occurrences have been replaced because
a key-0 or acc-0 on different positions are also filtered, but we gained confidence in our transformation tools at low
cost.
Filtering the expected changes for the Key-0 modification:
> grep -A 1 -e ’call BT "__BTRV" using b-res,’ -e ’call BT "__BTRV"
using b-unl,’ *.CBL | grep -v -e ’call BT’ -e ’key-0’ -e ’acc-0’
TUC002.CBL:* tet202-record, dbl-tet202, tet202-position, acc-2.
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Another check can be made by comparing the input and output text using diff, which compares files line by line.
The diff command in combination with grep can be used to find changes quickly. We show an example below.
We used the Unix for command to extract all changes between the original and modified programs and store the
result in the file diff-input-output. Then, we used grep to extract all lines that do not match any of the predicted
changes key-0 and dbl-4, and we also filtered the added comment line, which is indicated by ’* Btrieve 7.9’
(diff also added context information that we removed before issuing the grep query). The result of these operations
is any unexpected change to the programs. In our case, the query returned no lines. Here again, an empty result does
not imply a 100% correct transformation since the filtered patterns may overlap with errors but we can reduce a
visual inspection of several million lines of code to a few lines, and we have more confidence in the transformation
process.
Filtering expected differences between input and output source code:
> for file in inputfiles/*.CBL;
do diff $file outputfiles/‘basename $file‘ >> diff-input-output;
done
> grep -v -e ’key-0’ -e ’dbl-4’ -e ’* Btrieve 7.9’ diff-input-output
With a simple combination of simple tools, we were able to perform several (sanity) checks quickly and at low
cost, and we gained confidence in the automatic modification of millions of lines of code.
Before we applied our update tools to the entire portfolio, we did several releases with 10 programs. These releases
were inspected visually by the system experts. One of the releases was also compiled to track down errors which
were not detected earlier. When that release was approved, we prepared sources for a release of the largest system in
the portfolio. After we performed several checks on that system and inspected suspicious files for errors, we sent all
the modified programs back to the customer so they could compile it. When they compiled the changed sources, it
appeared that the carriage return characters were missing in all files; we had removed them from the original sources
and we forgot to add these after the modification. Then the question arose why this was not detected at an earlier
stage. Eventually, we found that the programs in the earlier release were examined by a system expert using a text
editor, and this editor automatically added carriage return characters to each file. Furthermore, our lightweight checks
missed the error because the checks were performed on sources from which the carriage return characters had already
been removed. We adjusted the postprocessor such that the carriage return character was properly added.
The automatic cursor analysis was tested using unittests, and during the project early analysis results were reviewed
by the system experts. A manual inspection was feasible because it concerned no more than 50 programs. The first
versions were too coarse-grained so there were several false positives. On the other hand, there were false negatives. It
appeared that the initial set of database operations that had to be detected was incomplete. With the help of the system
experts, we were able to adjust the analysis tool. When we and the experts were satisfied, we delivered a final analysis
which was accepted and used to make the necessary changes to the portfolio.
4. Results and costs
Results of the modifications. Each modification was documented by a comment line. This way we tracked down
the number and type of changes quickly and accurately. In Table 3, we show the statistics of the final release: the
total changes per system, the type of the changes, and the changed programs per system. The table also shows that
the portfolio consisted of systems with varying sizes, ranging from one thousand lines of code to nearly half a million
lines of code (System 34). We have depicted the data in Fig. 22 using S-plus [45], a tool for statistical research, data
analysis and data visualization.
Initially, the impact of the database upgrade seemed to be a small, simple change to some database calls, but we
can see from the table and figure how widespread the modifications are throughout the entire portfolio. In the final
release, 1488 changes were made. Only 5 of the 45 systems were not affected by the mass update we performed, and
805 of the 2954 programs were changed, which is 27%. Most changes were made in System 6, where 321 changes
were made in 215 of the 369 programs (58%). In two systems, 100% of the programs were changed but these were
some of the smaller systems.
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Table 3
Detailed statistics of the modifications (final release)
System number Programs Lines of code Changes Change typea Changed programs (%)
1 50 74,441 33 0 / 22 / 11 11 (22%)
2 128 28,150 24 16 / 4 / 4 14 (11%)
3 179 174,943 53 31 / 13 / 9 33 (18%)
4 32 22,295 11 4 / 5 / 2 6 (19%)
5 33 43,220 18 18 / 0 / 0 14 (42%)
6 369 365,420 321 218 / 76 / 27 215 (58%)
7 61 51,701 13 1 / 6 / 6 7 (11%)
8 38 43,649 7 3 / 2 / 2 5 (13%)
9 3 3,400 3 3 / 0 / 0 3 (100%)
10 6 8,011 14 0 / 12 / 2 2 (33%)
11 213 159,553 93 3 / 62 / 28 31 (15%)
12 21 19,881 13 13 / 0 / 0 13 (62%)
13 15 10,550 1 1 / 0 / 0 1 (7%)
14 119 70,745 62 29 / 20 / 13 40 (34%)
15 27 24,439 3 3 / 0 / 0 3 (11%)
16 2 2,515 0 0 / 0 / 0 0 (0%)
17 38 43,784 84 22 / 46 / 16 28 (74%)
18 6 2,251 3 1 / 1 / 1 1 (17%)
19 7 4,725 4 4 / 0 / 0 4 (57%)
20 102 132,599 4 4 / 0 / 0 4 (4%)
21 83 78,090 3 3 / 0 / 0 3 (4%)
22 12 8,794 6 2 / 3 / 1 2 (17%)
23 57 53,023 51 20 / 21 / 10 28 (49%)
24 22 16,648 18 6 / 8 / 4 9 (41%)
25 27 21,116 2 0 / 1 / 1 1 (4%)
26 129 175,978 173 63 / 78 / 32 70 (54%)
27 8 8,120 11 7 / 2 / 2 8 (100%)
28 25 33,755 1 1 / 0 / 0 1 (4%)
29 7 7,612 0 0 / 0 / 0 0 (0%)
30 11 9,795 2 1 / 1 / 0 2 (18%)
31 54 47,102 81 32 / 37 / 12 43 (80%)
32 3 2,232 0 0 / 0 / 0 0 (0%)
33 142 81,529 30 26 / 2 / 2 25 (18%)
34 357 451,032 158 5 / 93 / 60 70 (20%)
35 2 1,014 1 1 / 0 / 0 1 (50%)
36 138 67,387 14 14 / 0 / 0 14 (10%)
37 2 6,148 4 0 / 2 / 2 2 (33%)
38 5 4,082 0 0 / 0 / 0 0 (0%)
39 6 9,137 7 1 / 5 / 1 2 (33%)
40 38 39,134 66 2 / 47 / 17 17 (45%)
41 7 5,879 0 0 / 0 / 0 0 (0%)
42 48 45,758 43 22 / 14 / 7 24 (50%)
43 258 242,059 41 35 / 3 / 3 36 (14%)
44 40 32,057 10 10 / 0 / 0 10 (25%)
45 24 16,369 2 2 / 0 / 0 2 (8%)
Total 2,954 2,750,122 1,488 627 / 586 /275 805 (27%)
a Key-0 / Dbl-4 / Add-declaration.
Results of the cursor analysis. The results of our cursor analysis are summarised in Table 4. Our analysis reported
38 programs in 9 systems which accessed 37 files with a conflicting cursor. These programs called 108 programs
which caused the conflicts. The complete analysis reported the exact sections from which the programs are called, the
conflicting file and the database operations that are performed. So less than 40 programs needed to be altered, and with
these results, the system experts manually modified the reported programs to solve the problems with the conflicting
cursors.
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Fig. 22. Statistics from Table 3 depicted. (a) The number of lines of code for each system (without copybooks). (b) Total number of programs per
system and the number of changed programs. (c) Different types of changes made in each system.
Releases. During the project several releases were made. A release involved code that was transformed and returned
to the customer. We did six releases in total. Fig. 23 shows the changes that were made for each release. The first
release comprised 10 programs with 26 changes in total; this release was a test to detect obvious problems. It turned
out that some copybooks were missing. So the second release was done with the missing copybooks added and now
there were only 16 changes since 10 data declarations were added unnecessarily in the first release (these were present
in the copybooks). The third release was a modification of the entire System 34, which was the largest system in the
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Table 4
Statistics of the cursor analysis
System number Reported programs Reported files Called programs
1 4 4 4
3 1 1 2
5 1 1 1
17 1 1 1
26 6 6 25
33 2 2 8
34 17 17 52
41 1 1 1
43 5 4 14
Total 38 37 108
Fig. 23. Changes made per release.
portfolio. There were 317 changes made to 450 thousand lines of code. This release uncovered the carriage return
characters problem and some pretty printing issues. The fourth release consisted of three programs from System 34
to solve these problems, and thus only 6 changes were made. The fifth release was the first release with the entire
software portfolio, so there were 2055 changes to 1046 programs. After this release, we were asked to undo the Data-
length modification and to add acc-0 as a valid variable to the Key-0 modification. This resulted in 1488 changes in
the sixth release, which was the final release.
Project costs. We elaborate on the costs of the projects in terms of time. We describe the effort that we spent on the
project, and a summary is given in Table 5; one day is one person day with 8 h. Two persons worked on the project.
The figures on the application are based on a Linux PC with a 600 MHz processor and 512 MB memory.
Our starting point was a generic software renovation factory, which required adjustments to this project’s specific
needs. For the grammar, we started with an IBM VS Cobol II grammar in SDF. We adapted this grammar to be
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Table 5
Effort spent in the project
(1 day = 8 h)
Task Time
Grammar engineering 8 days
Transformation development
– basic, reusable 8 days
– project specific 5 days
Infrastructure development 4 days
Pre-/postprocessing 2 days
Cursor analysis tool 5 days
Application
– parsing 3 h
– transformation 5 h
– cursor analysis 2 h
Communication 3 days
Total (approx.) 36 days
able to parse the Micro Focus Cobol portfolio, we adjusted the pre- and postprocessor, we developed automatic
transformations in the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment, and we implemented two Perl scripts for the cursor analysis.
All tools were placed in an infrastructure for development, testing and batch application. Using this generic product
line for software renovation, we were able to develop everything in 32 person days.
The work on adapting the IBM VS Cobol II grammar to the entire portfolio took 8 person days. This included
extension of the existing rules, disambiguation, and testing the grammar with small sample programs. We added 119
production rules and 98 rules were modified. The adapted grammar consisted of 513 production rules. The pre- and
postprocessor were reused from an earlier project [16] and adapted to our project’s specific needs, such as Micro
Focus specific syntax and the copybook expansion. This took 2 person days.
The transformations consisted of a set of general-purpose transformations and a set of project-specific
transformations. The first set comprised the transformations for the analysis of a variable and the declaration of a new
variable, as well as some basic functionalities such as conversion and comparison functions. These transformations
covered 278 lines of SDF code (161 productions) and 653 lines of ASF code (148 transformation rules). The
implementation, testing and refinement of these transformations took 8 person days. The second set of transformations,
which were specific for our project, implemented the actual modifications and covered 118 lines of SDF code (53
production rules) and 631 lines of ASF code (74 transformation rules). The implementation, testing and refinement of
these transformations took 5 person days. So the effort on the transformations can be divided into time spent on basic
transformations and time spent on project specific transformations.
The cursor analysis was implemented by two scripts. The first script was for extracting information from each
program and consisted of 188 lines of Perl code. The second script combined the information from the first script to
detect conflicting cursors, and covered 227 lines of Perl code. These scripts also had to be refined during the project
in cooperation with the customer, since the exact database operations which changed the cursor were not clear to us at
the beginning of the project. Also, the analysis initially yielded too many false positives and was therefore adjusted.
In total, 5 person days were spent on these tools.
Then time was spent on application of the tools to the portfolio. As we mentioned earlier, due to changing
requirements most of the tools were applied several times. The figures in Table 5 show the time it took to apply the
tools once, and the earlier attempts are covered in the development time. The parsing of the programs with relevant
database operations took 3 h, the transformation of these programs took 5 h, and the cursor analysis of all programs
in the portfolio took 2 h.
In addition to these figures, we spent time on communicating with the systems experts and management about the
problem statement, technical issues, deliveries, refinements and so on. This costed about 3 person days.
To summarise, the project was carried out by two persons within four weeks. Because some of the effort was spent
on generic components, such as the infrastructure, future modifications can be carried out even faster.
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5. Conclusions
We have learned several things about automated maintenance in our project. One of the issues that was raised
was typical for an IT project: during the project the requirements changed. Even though the initial problem statement
appeared to be precise and clear at the start, small changes arose that influenced the project considerably. For this well-
known issue, our automatic approach proved to have considerable advantages over a manual approach. In particular,
it provides a consistent, flexible and low risk approach for large-scale modifications.
We deployed a mass update factory to carry out the requested modifications in a reliable and consistent way. In
order to deal with the changes in the requirements, we altered our tools quickly and applied them automatically. We
did not have to revert changes, which would have been the case when the changes had been made manually, but we
were able to modify our tools quickly and reapplied them. Within two weeks, two persons were able to carry out
the project. Another advantage is that the regular maintenance can continue, whereas with a manual approach the
system needs to be frozen until the upgrade has been completed. With the automated approach, we iteratively took
snapshots of the system to develop and test our tools, and refined the problem statement. When we and the customer
were confident about the results we applied the tools once more for a final release, which was accepted and taken into
production.
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